Appendix S1. Overview of all recorded species with their call numbers per observation season. The status indicates if the species was predominantly m = migrating, r = resting or b = breeding based on own observation during the entire fieldwork including visual daylight observations. The calling activity is shown per twilight and night phase (ev.civ = evening civil twilight, ev.nau = evening nautical twilight, ev.ast = evening astronomical twilight, night.q1 = first night quarter, night.q2 = second night quarter, night.q3 = third night quarter, night.q4 = forth night quarter, mo.ast = morning astronomical twilight, mo.nau = morning nautical twilight, mo.civ = morning civil twilight) and the identification quality of each call according to the categories: a = secure identification, b = almost certain identification, c = identification most likely correct, as defined by a subjective identification confidence level of 100%, 99% and 95%, respectively. Only species that were with at least one call identified as 'a' are listed. Others and those with a lower identification confidence are treated as unidentified. Appendix S2. Phenology of all recorded species. The earlier date of each analysed night is indicated by a bold index marker along the x-axis. Astronomical data are shown starting from the inner solid line marking sunset/sunrise, followed by the dashed lines representing the ends of the civil evening/morning twilights, the ends of nautical evening/morning twilights, and the ends of the astronomical evening/morning twilights (which coincide with the start and the end of the night phase (cf. Figure 1) . Calls of all the identification qualities (see Methods and Appendix S1) are taken into account. Numbers are summed for each full hour, but the hours encompassing sunset and sunrise are mostly incomplete as counting did not start until sunset and finished with sunrise, the times of which shifted from day to 
